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Anticompetition of laser modes
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Anticompetition of laser modes is observed. In this behavior, the increase of intensity in one lasing
mode could enhance the intensity of another mode, which is opposite to the usual competition
behavior and so-called anticompetition. In our experiments using the semiconductor laser with very
broadband gain medium, anticompetition exists when the laser modes have their wavelengths
widely separated. Anticompetition can be observed for spectral separation of 138 nm and is even
more prominent for spectral separation up to 167 nm. Theoretical analysis shows that
anticompetition is due to the physics similar to optical pumping. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1578708#
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Mode competition is a common phenomenon in lase
Soon after the invention of lasers,1,2 competition of laser
modes was noticed and analyzed.3 Because the total gain of
laser medium is constant under a fixed pumping level,
modes under oscillation compete for the total gain. As a
sult, when one mode increases its intensity, it suppresse
other modes. The competition could lead to phenomena s
as bistability,4,5 tristability,6,7 and even chaotic behaviors,8,9

which were found useful for optical logic, optical switchin
data encryption, etc.10,11 Competition dynamics is also in
volved in injection locking,12 mode locking,13–15 and cross-
gain modulation in optical amplifiers.16 For decades, compe
tition has been thought to be inevitable among laser mo
However, we discover that laser modes could behave
way opposite to the competition. In our discovery, the
crease of intensity in one lasing mode was found to enha
the intensity of another mode. We call such behavior as
ticompetition of laser modes.

The anticompetition of laser modes is explored using
laser system schematically shown in Fig. 1. The system h
reflected-type grating telescope configuration of exter
cavity. The gain medium used in the cavity is a bent-str
ridge waveguide semiconductor optical amplifier~SOA!.17

The waveguide has its right-hand side normal to the clea
facet of the SOA, while its left-hand side is bent and orien
at an angle of 7° to the normal of another cleaved fac
Nonidentical multiple quantum wells~MQWs! are used in
the SOA to provide a very broad gain bandwidth.18 Past ex-
periments showed that such broadband gain could be us
support two modes with spectral separation tunable from
few to 170 nm.19 Two collimators are used to collect ligh
emitted from the SOA. The laser cavity is formed betwe
the right-hand facet of the SOA and the mirrors A and B. T
grating in the cavity is Au-coated and has 600 lines/mm. I
used to disperse the light of different wavelengths. A le
with a focal length of 10 cm was placed at the distance of
cm from both the grating and mirrors A and B. According
the grating principle, the beams of different wavelengths
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horizontally dispersed at the mirrors with a spatial separa
W;L(1/L)1/cosuRDl, whereDl is the spectral separation
L is the grating period,uR is the first-order diffraction angle
andL is the distance between the lens and the grating. T
modes are selected using double slits in front of mirrors
and B for the competition experiment. The separation of
two slits is adjustable so that the spectral separation of
two modes can be varied. The output light is divided into tw
beams by a beam splitter. One beam is delivered int
monochromator for spectrum analysis. The other beam
dispersed by another grating for the measurement of the
tensities at two wavelengths.

A neutral-density~ND! filter with variable loss is in-
serted in either path of the two modes so that the intensit
one mode can be controlled. If competition exists betwe
the two modes, increasing the intensity of one mode lead
the decreased intensity of another mode and vice versa
anticompetition. The phenomenon of anticompetition is o
served when the two modes are widely separated.

Figure 2 shows the lasing spectra of the two modes w
anticompetition. The wavelengths of the two modes

e
FIG. 1. A schematic of the laser system for the experiment of anticomp
tion between laser modes. The system has the reflected-type grating
scope configuration of external cavity.
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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around 1363.5 and 1530.5 nm, respectively. The current
jected into the SOA is 146 mA and the temperature is c
trolled at 22.7 °C. In these measurements, the ND filte
inserted in the optical path of the short-wavelength mo
Therefore, the intensity of the 1363.5-nm mode is controll
while the intensity of the 1530.5-nm mode varies acco
ingly. The solid and dashed lines show the spectra for
1363.5-nm mode controlled at small and large intensit
respectively. As the intensity of the 1363.5-nm mode is c
trolled to be small, the intensity of the 1530.5-nm mode
also small. On the other hand, if the intensity of t
1363.5-nm mode is large, the intensity of the 1530.5-
mode increases, too. This phenomenon is opposite to
usual behavior of mode competition. To clearly demonstr
the conditions of anticompetition, the variation of the inte
sity of 1530.5-nm mode (I 2) with the intensity of 1363.5-nm
mode (I 1) is measured, and is shown in Fig. 3~a!. It is obvi-
ous thatI 2 increases withI 1 as the intensity ofI 1 increases
from zero to 0.35 mW.

The two modes with reduced spectral separation are
studied. Under the same injection current and the same
perature, as the spacing of the double slits is reduced,
laser shown in Fig. 1 could oscillate at two other wav
lengths: 1388 nm (I 1) and 1526 nm (I 2). Again, the variable
ND filter is placed in the optical path of the short-waveleng
mode to control theI 1 intensity. The anticompetition stil
exists, but only for a small regime ofI 1 values. WhenI 1 is
larger than 0.25 mW, the two modes have usual competit
The correspondingI 2 versusI 1 curve is shown in Fig. 3~b!.
If the spectral separation is further reduced, only competit
exists. Figure 3~c! showsI 2 versusI 1 curve for this situation
with wavelengths selected at 1378 and 1413 nm.

Previous models of competition usually use the follo
ing rate equations to describe the gain saturation:7,20

dI1

dt
5S g10

11S1I 11C12I 2
2 l 1D I 1 , ~1a!

dI2

dt
5S g20

11S2I 21C21I 1
2 l 2D I 2 , ~1b!

FIG. 2. The lasing spectra of the two modes with anticompetition. The s
line shows the spectrum for the short-wavelength path with large loss,
trolled by the ND filter. The short-wavelength and the long-wavelen
modes both have low intensities. The dashed line shows the spectrum fo
short-wavelength path with small loss, controlled by the ND filter. T
short-wavelength and the long-wavelength modes both have increase
tensities.
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where the first term in parentheses@Eq. ~1a!# represents the
gain with self- and cross-saturation;g10 andg20 are the un-
saturated gains of the modesI 1 and I 2 , respectively;l 1 and
l 2 are losses of the modesI 1 and I 2 , respectively. In reality,
the denominators in Eqs.~1a! and ~1b! are not linear func-
tions of I 1 andI 2 .20 The rate equations can be put into mo
general forms:
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FIG. 3. Variation ofI 2 with I 1 . The intensity ofI 1 is controlled by the loss
of the ND filter inserted in this optical path, while the intensity ofI 2 changes
accordingly. ~a! wavelength of I 151363.5 nm, wavelength ofI 2

51530.5 nm; ~b! wavelength of I 151388 nm, wavelength of I 2

51526 nm, and ~c! wavelength of I 151413 nm, wavelength ofI 2

51378 nm. Square dots: experimental data; solid line: fitted curve.
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dI1

dt
5@G1~ I 1 ,I 2!2 l 1#I 1 , ~2a!

dI2

dt
5@G2~ I 1 ,I 2!2 l 2#I 2 , ~2b!

with G1(I 1 ,I 2) andG2(I 1 ,I 2) representing general relation
of the gains and the intensitiesI 1 andI 2 . In the steady state
dI1 /dt5dI2 /dt50. Equations~2a! and ~2b! can then be
written as

@G1~ I 1 ,I 2!2 l 1#I 150, ~3a!

@G2~ I 1 ,I 2!2 l 2#I 250, ~3b!

where G1(I 1 ,I 2)2 l 150 and G2(I 1 ,I 2)2 l 250 represent
two curves on theI 1– I 2 phase plane.

Equations~3a! and ~3b! have three nontrivial steady
state solutions: ~i! I 150 and G2(I 1 ,I 2)2 l 250, ~ii !
G1(I 1 ,I 2)2 l 150 andI 250, and~iii ! G1(I 1 ,I 2)2 l 150 and
G2(I 1 ,I 2)2 l 250. The solutions of the first two cases are
the axes of theI 1– I 2 phase plane, so eitherI 1 or I 2 is zero.
For the third case, the intersection of the two curves gi
the intensities of the two modes,I 1 and I 2 , which both are
not zero. Although the exact mathematical forms
G1(I 1 ,I 2) andG2(I 1 ,I 2) are generally not known, they ca
be determined by experiment. With the lossl 1 varied, the
equationG1(I 1 ,I 2)2 l 150 gives a family of curves. The
intersection of this family of curves with the curv
G2(I 1 ,I 2)2 l 250 ~with l 2 fixed! then traces out part of th
curve G2(I 1 ,I 2)2 l 250. Similarly, with the lossl 2 varied,
the curveG1(I 1 ,I 2)2 l 150 ~with l 1 fixed! can be partially
traced out. Therefore, Figs. 3~a!–3~c! represent the gain
function G2(I 1 ,I 2)2 l 250 for three spectral separations.

The saturation effect causes the gain to decrease with
intensity, so the self-saturation leads to]G2 /]I 2,0. The
competition is due to cross-saturation,4,5,20 so ]G2 /]I 1,0.
Thus, for competition situation, the gain curveG2(I 1 ,I 2)
2 l 250 should have the slopedI1 /dI2,0, which is the case
for Fig. 3~c! and for previous experiments.5,8 For the case of
anticompetition shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, dI1 /dI2.0.
Because self-saturation still gives]G2 /]I 2,0, it must be
that ]G2 /]I 1.0. As a result, the power-series expansion
G2(I 1 ,I 2) consists of a term (]G2 /]I 1)I 1(5gI 1.0), which
means the condition like optical pumping. That is, the sho
wavelength mode gives away its optical power to the lo
wavelength mode. However, the two-mode operation is
exactly the same as optical pumping. As shown in Figs. 3~a!
and 3~b!, some regime of competition still exists, indicatin
that the cross-saturation plays an important role again
certain intensity ofI 1 .
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The experiments have also been done with the ND fi
placed in the path of the long-wavelength mode. No an
competition is observed for this situation, whether the sp
tral separation is large or small. It shows that the lon
wavelength mode, having a lower energy than the sh
wavelength mode, cannot provide a function like optic
pumping.

In conclusion, anticompetition of laser modes is disco
ered. The phenomenon of anticompetition exists when
laser modes have their wavelengths widely separated. In
experiments using the semiconductor laser with nonident
MQWs anticompetition can be observed for spectral sep
tion of 138 nm. The anticompetition is even more promine
for spectral separation up to 167 nm. Theoretical analy
shows that anticompetition is due to the physics similar
optical pumping.
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